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Why is the third return call yielding a different result than first return? Any insight into this would be appreciated. A: If you want the result of the first
iteration, then you need to return it, before you even get to the iteration. public static int firstIteration() { int x = 1; try { do { int y = 1;
System.out.println(y); Thread.sleep(1); } while (x == 1); System.out.println("iteration 2"); return y; } catch (InterruptedException e) {

e.printStackTrace(); } } then this outputs 1 iteration 2 as expected. 'use strict'; // // Each token may have only one ancestor element, except for cases //
where white space is allowed. var ARRAY_NODES = webkitNamespace + ':root { |nodelist| n.nodelist; };'; var CSS_NS = webkitNamespace + ':root {

|nodelist| n.namespace; };'; function createCSS(elem, node) { if (node.selector && node.selector.indexOf(CSS_NS) >= 0) { return elem; } else { var style
= elem.getAttribute('style'); style =!style && elem.ownerDocument.defaultView.getComputedStyle(elem, null); return style? [ style, elem ] : []; } }

function normalizeNodes(nodes) { return nodes? [ nodes[0] ]
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